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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
Statement of the problem. 
A study of the innate capacity of reaction time and 
movement in response to various auditory football starting 
signals . 
Introduction . 
Football coaches agree that quick reaction to a 
startinp count is a major football fundamePtal . "Bud" 
Wilkinson, the very successful football coach at the 
University of Oklahoma, has this to say about the starting 
count (signal) in his book : 1 
"The most important single fundamental 
of offensive football, regardless of the 
system of play, is the starting count . We 
know of no otrer single fundamental of ·the 
game which will pay bigger dividends than the 
proper execution of tbe startinf count . It is 
worth many hours of practice time to the 
offensive taam." 
Coach Glenn S . "Pop" Warner who achieved similar farr.e 
. ' 
in an earlier football era. believes reaction tirr.e is import-
ant . 2 
l Wilkinson, Charles "Bud," Oklahoma Split "T" Football, 
Prentice Hall, New York, October, l qSfi , pp . 92 -96 . 
2 Snygg, R."? ., "The Relationshin Between 'Motor Reaction 
Time and Ability to Play Football, 11 tJnpubli ~:bed 
Master ' s Thesis, University of Omaham. 1937 . 
, 
t n univorsit~ 
Bos o f Eduoati~ 
School 0 LibrarY, 
The quicker the reaction of the offensive team the 
better they can compensate for the rule advantage which 
allows the defensive player to use his hands . 
Football coaches are constantly trying to develop new 
ways in which to develop quicker reactions to starting 
counts . There have been innumerable me thods of starting a 
2 
team, cadences which depended on both visual and audio responses. 
Tests by Miles and Dawson1 indicate that reaction is 
much quicker to an audio response in a football situation, and 
at the present time nearly all our teams depend on an audio 
si gnal given with or without cadence to initiate the start 
of each play . 
Rhythmical signals employ numbers, letters and combina-
tions of letters and numbers as 1- 2- 3- 4 or A- B- C- D, at a 
set rhythm. Non- rhythmical signals employ various words, 
numbers , colors, or phrases given by the quarterback who 
may vary the rhythm from a fast to a slow or broken count . 
Typical of the non-rhythmical count is the "hut-two, hut- two" 
count which is presently employed by many tearrs . Under this 
type of non-rhyt~mical signal the ball is snapped at a specific 
"hut-two" interval, for example, on the third "hut-two . 11 
But with the varied cadence, only the quarterback knows 
the cadence he will use to put the ball into play . 
1 
Dawson, P~rc! IV1 . , The Physiology of Physical Zduca tion, 
The W1lll.ams and klilkins Co., Baltimore, 1935· 
M. l " ' 1 es, W. R., Individual and Group Reaction Time in 
Football Charging," Research Quarterly, October, 1931, 
Vol . 3, pp . 5-15 . 
3 
Many of the present- day football coaches seem to favor 
some type of non- rhythmical starting count, for they feel it 
eliminate s " leaning" by the offensive team in anticipation of 
the starting count and subsequent offside infractions . Also , 
many coaches believe that the non - rhythmic count aids in com-
bat i ng constantly changing defensive alig~ments , as the quarter -
back can call the starting signal at the precise moment Hhen he 
believes the opportunity to execute the play correctly presents 
itself . 
The supporters of the rhythmic count believe the average 
boy will react quicker to a signal that he can anticipate to 
some de~~ree . Others claim a rhythmic chant or count is a 
psychologi cal factor which aids a teru1. The author has been 
unable to find any recent, practical , scienti fic study which 
aeals specifically with the subject of reactions to rhythmic 
and non- rhythmic starting counts at the high school level . 
Purpose 
This study is oeing conductea to measure reaction and 
re s ponse t i mes under approximately actual playinb conditions 
and to secure data which will indicate the differences in 
certain starting cadences . 
Since reacti on time is largely an innate capacity. its 
measurement i n regard to movements in football should produce 
significant data as to the t ime required to react to rhythmic 
and non- rhythmic audio responses . 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEY AND REVIEil OF THE LITERATuRE 
Literature concerning reaction t~. 
Studies in reaction times in regard to athletes and 
athletics were usually attenpts to secure data that would 
provide coaches, and other individuals engaged in the 
selection of athletes, with some objective way, or ways, 
of predetermining athletic abilities or selectin~ athletes . 
Reaction time in its strictest interpretation is the 
interval elapsing before a predetermined movement follows a 
predetermined stimulus . Karpovich1 is even more specific 
by stating that, "Reaction time is the time elapsing between 
the movement of application of a stimulus and the movement 
of response . " 
Olsen2 from his studies has taken a practical approach 
to reaction time and states the following: "Reaction time 
is the time that elapses between the beginning of the stimulus 
and the beginning of the I'I.Otor responses." He continues, 
"The time from beginning contraction to completion of move -
ment defines speed of movement . " 
1 Karpovich , Peter V., Phtsiology of :r-.uscular Activity , 
W. B. Saunders Co., 952 , p . 35. 
2 Olsen, Einar Arthur, "The Relat ionship Between Certain 
Psychological Capacities and Success in College Athletics, 11 
Doctor ' s Dissertation, Boston University , 1952 . 
l Dawson defines re action t i me simply in his statement 
in regard to track as the time between the report of the 
starter ' s gun and the start of the runner . 
While all of these statements give us a knowledge of 
reaction time, the author found that nearly all experiments 
on reaction time in regard to athletics measured reaction 
time and some hind of motor response in determining a useful 
reaction time . 
Cottell 2 in his experiments with reaction time found 
tr_a t an individual ' s reaction ti 'lle varied very little under 
normal circumstances . The time of day, condition of the body 
and number of times tested seemed to have little effect on 
reaction time . 
Dawson3 in later experiments with reaction time states , 
"Reaction time varies with 1) intensity of the stimulus , 
2) age of the subject, ~) direction of the subject ' s atten-
tion , 4) fatiaue, 5) previous warninq , 6) practice, and 
perhaps 7) the quali ty of the stimulus . " 
1 Dawson, ~· cit . 
2 CottelJ , J . M. and Dolley, Charles S . , " On Reaction Time 
and Velocity of the Nervous Impulse," fvemoirs of 
Natio~al Academy of Sciences , Vol . 7, Government 
Printing Office , Washirgton, D. C. , 1895. 
3 Dawson , 2P . cit . 
/ 
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Beise and Peasely1 found that "in comparing reaction 
time of large muscle groups with analogous movement of the 
arms, it was found that the reaction time of the arrrs was 
much faster . " He also found that subjects who had fast 
reaction time of legs did not necessarily have fast reaction 
time i n ot he r ways . 
Miles2 states, "It was first assumed that if a man 
\-:as quick in one thing, such as moving a hand or finger , 
this score was taken as representative of his speed in 
other performances . Now we find from the careful testing 
of many individuals on a wide variety of measurements that 
one score must not be trusted for all . " Miles based his 
experirnents on his basic assumption that to get a time t hat 
would aid in the selection of athletes, as in this case 
varsity football players, we must tirne a reaction basic to 
the game under conditions closely resembling those of a 
game . He devised a chronograph ir. such a way that he was 
able to time tr..e complete body movement of seven men 
simultaneously . From these quick measurements he Has able 
to get results v-Thi.ch had a high correlation with t•~e process 
of selection . 
---------·--------
l Bei sE' and Peasely, "The Relation of Reaction rn1 'Qe , Speed 
and Agility of Big Muscle Groups to Certe.~""' Sports 
Skills, " Researc~ Quarterl1, 1937 , Vol . 8, pp . 133-U-2 . 
2 Hiles, W. R. , "Individual and Group Reaction Tj_me in 
Football Chargin('>"," Resea~ch Quarter~.;y, October, 1931 , 
Vol . 3, pp . 5-l . 
7 
Burpee and Stroll1 state , " In sports we need to knoH 
not only bow quickly he can re a ct by pressing a key but also 
with what speed he can move six to ten feet in catching a 
ball , tagging out a pla yer, hitting a puck, tennis ball , 
band ball , or volley ball . " He continues, "Although several 
~lendid attempts have been made to isolate the factors in-
volved in attainin~ success in physical education activities, 
few , if any , have attempted to measure the importance of 
reaction time . This is largely because suitable apparatus 
has not usually been available . 11 
Keller2 used 359 athletes in his study of quickness 
of bodily movements . He found there is a positive relation -
ship between the ability to move the body quickly and success 
in athletic activities . 
Miles3 in his studies at Stanford University which 
were done in the late 1920s appears to bring out useful 
results . In his testing of reaction time his subjects were 
tested in a way in which the results bad definite value in 
se l ecting varsity ~ootball players . 
In other tests Miles and Groves attempted to find 
which auditory command would cause a quicker reaction and thus 
l 
Burpee , R. H . and Stroll, W. , "Neasuring Reaction Time of 
Athletes ," Research Quarterly , March , 1936, Vol . 7 , 
pp . 110-118 . 
2 Keller , Louis F . , " The Relation of Quickness of Bodily 
Movement to Success in Athletics ," Research guarterly, 
May, 1942 , Vol . 13 , pp . 1~6-155 . 
3 Miles , Q£ • cit . 
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a quicker start . He used non-rhyttmic and rhytP~c counts 
at different rates of speed timed by a metronore . Their 
study was made with only four men, and the results which 
they produced appears to give support to the rhythrric cadence . 
Tnere seemed to be better reaction when the cadence was given 
at 60 single digit numbers a minute . Tne reaction results 
were poor with numbers given at less than ~0 single digits 
per mirute or more than 100 single digits a minute . The 
cadences were timed with a metronome, and the sub,iects were 
obliged to move a total of six inches to activate the timing 
mechanism . Miles and Groves also came up witl1 conclusive 
evidence to support the theory that an aud ' tory signal is 
faster than a visual signal . In many of their tests visual 
signals were as much as 0 . Ol~ of a second slower than auditory 
signals . 
At\vell and Elbel1 found that t~ere is a sl.tgbt difference 
in the ha"1d reaction and body reaction ti.r'!~ .i.'"'or tl'8 fourteen 
to seventeen year a~e group irl 'ligh school w.:i.t1i a slLght 
tendency for a faster reaction tlMe w.:.th an l.ncrease in are . 
The difference between the high school group was not considered 
significant, but the mean of the high school group was lovrer 
than the mean of a university group tested by Atweel and ~lbel . 
This might lead us to think tbat reaction time of high scnool 
1 Atweel, l,.ofilliam C. and Elbel , Edwin 'rl . , "Relation Time of 
Male High School Students in llJ -17 Year Age Group ," 
Research Quarte~, 1948, Vol . 19, po . 22-29 . 
9 
students is slightly sl01..;er than university students . 
As to the importance of reaction time in the actual foot-
ball situation, the following are statenents from coaches who 
wrote replies to Snygg 1 s study as to the value of reaction 
time in football . 
Coach Lynn TtJ'alciorf wrote , 1 "Speed is perhaps the most 
important sin,_,le element in the game of football . A team 
whose members start fast get to the point o1' attacl-' quic~::ly . 
By speed in this connection is meant ability of a bac"r, fer 
instances, to start rapidly in any direction the instant t he ball 
is snapped, and the ability of a lineMan to react quicJ....ly and 
get across the neutral zone before his opponent ." 
In reply to Syngg' s query , Coach A. N. McKillan writes : 2 
In my opinion speed based upon reaction time is 
one of the most i n:portant factors in the developrr;ent 
of football players who are to becoPle finished perfor~1ers . 
We have no valia or subjective judgment in coin8 this 
phase of work. There is a great deal to be done in this field . 
In the study conducted by Thompsor. <w.:. :~q:;J.e3 on u..TJi ver -
si ty football olayt..L'S a faster reaction tlme to a rhythmic count 
was foUL":.d in cor11pari son with a non- rhythrlic s tartinr cow1t . The 
:r1ean average tirre of L~3 football players in response 
--------------------
----·-- --·-----· ---
1 
2 
tll/aldor"C , Lynn 0 ., This Game of Foot:Jal~, : cG.eaw Hill Book 
Co ., I· ew York, 19.:>2 .-- --
Snyr · , H. i; ., "The :rtelationship Between Hotor Heaction Ti1ne 
and Ability to Play Football," Unpu:Jlished :v1as ter ' s Thesis, 
University of Omaha , 1937 . 
3 Thompson, Clem :.J . and Nagle , Francis, " Football Starting 
Sibnals and Reaction Time," §._c~~sti~ c_~E' September , 1956 . 
10 
to the rhythm count, 1,2,3,4 was .?1 seconds and . S6 seconds 
for the non-rhythm count of "hut-two, ~ut-two," and so forth . 
These results were significant at the one per cent level of 
significance . However, some of our better teams of recent 
years, such as Maryland, Oklahoma, and Michigan State favor 
a non-rhythmic starting count . 
11 
CHAPTER III 
TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES 
Subiects Used 
Subjects for this study were two groups of varsity foot-
ball lettermen from Hartford, Vermont,and Lebanon, New Hamp-
shire High Schools . These schools are of similar size, com-
pete interscholastically in football and are classified medium-
sized high schools in the Vermont - New Hru~shire area . The 
male enrollment of the schools ranges from 120 to 170 boys in 
the ninth to the twelXth grades . A total of forty boys were 
used in conducting this study . The subjects were tested on 
separate days at about three o ' clock in the afternoon preceding 
the actual football practice session . Only varsity lettermen 
were used as subjects to eliminate any learning factors assoc -
iated with the movement response . 
Equipment 
The reaction time of the subjects were tested with the 
apparatus developed by Thompson and Nagle in testing varsity 
football players at Boston University . The apparatus con-
sisted of the following (see Figure I, pagel2) : A) contact 
switch, B) contact plate, C) relay , and D) standard electric 
clock which recorded times in . 01 of a second with D. C. current 
supplied by six volt batteries . The author acted as the quarter-
back in calling the signals, held the contact switch in his 
16 
The number cadence of 1,2,3 , 4, 5 was used as the rhythm 
cadence . Each boy was given his starting number after which 
he took his normal stance . The preliminary "Ready, set" 
coF~ands were given to give the boy a chance to get into 
his stance, and then the author counted off the cadence 
numbers with the boy moving on the pre-arranged number. 
The non-rhythm cadence vras tested with the popular 
"Hut- two" type of cadence with the subject ordered to rnove 
on a certain "Hut-two." The author then would give the boy 
his ready, set signal as in the rhytrunic test and then, after 
a short hesitation, commence g iving the "Hut - two" signals 
in a broken non- rhythmic sequence . The boy would be 
instructed to charge on a certain 11 Hut - t~-vo, 11 although he had 
no way of telling in what rhythm the signal would come . 
The author chose a group of four colors to be used as 
the color cadence . The boy was instructed that he -vms to 
charge when a certain color was mentioned. The colors 
used were red, blue, white, and green as they are readily 
distinguished from each other when spoken . 
The boy was gi ven his regular "Ready , set 11 command 
as in the other cadences and was told to charge when a 
certain color was spoken. Any or all four colors were used, 
one or more times with the boy charging when the predetermined 
color was called . 
17 
CHAPTER IV 
TREATNENT AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Treatment of data 
Tho data secured by the testing of the forty football 
players were computed to secure the mean , standard deviation 
and the 11 t 11 level of confidence . 
TABLE I 
l"'EAN REACTION TINIE SCORES-::- lc,OR RHYTIDvl AND NON- HHYTHM , 
AND COLOR STARTING SIGNALS 
NUI•lBER OF STANDARD 
TEST SUBJ.t;<.;CTS TRIALS MEAN D~VIATION 
Rhythm 40 120 • >1-t- . 068 
Non- rhythm 40 120 .59 . 072 
Color 40 120 . 66 . 072 
.. :~ Score recorded in . 01 of a second 
As indicated in Table I the rhythm type starting signal 
was the fastest with a mean of . 54 seconds. The non-rhythm 
starting signal mean was .59 seconds and the color startin3 
signal the slowest with a mean of . 66 seconds . 
The data were further treated statistically to secure 
the "t . "1 The "t" is a cormnonly used statistical technique 
employed to evaluate data to see whether the results are significant . 
l Guilford, J.P . , Fundamental Statistics in Psychologl and 
Education,•McGraw Hill Book Co . , 1950 . 
TABLB II 
C OI•1P ARI SON OF REACT I ON Tir.r;E; SC OR.C:S TO rlHYTHH, 
NON- RHYTID1 AND COLOR STARTING SIGNALS 
TEST 
Rhythm 
Non-rhythm 
Difference 
Rhythm 
Color 
Difference 
Non- rhythm 
Color 
Difference 
SUBJ .d:CTS 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
TRIALS 
120 
120 
120 
120 
120 
120 
STANDARD 
MEAN DEVIATION 
. 54 . 068 
. 59 . 072 
. o.:, 
. 54 . 068 
. b6 . 072 
. 12 
. 59 . 072 
. 66 . 072 
. 07 
"t" 
5. 56 
13 . 03 
7 . 52 
18 
LEVEL OF 
SIGNIFICANC!!; 
1% 
-----------------
The results from the 11 t 11 tests (Table II) proved that 
the results were significant at the 1;~ level, indicating that 
similar results would occur in 99 cases out of lGO. 
TABLE III 
rviEAN REACTION SCORES~:- OF BACKS AND LINE.1'1EN 
FOR RHYTHM, NON- RHYTHM AND C0LOB STARTING SIGNALS 
NUMBER OF STANDARD OF 
GROUP TEST SUBJECTS TRIALS NEAN DEVIATION 
Backs Rhythm 15 45 . 54 . 068 
Backs Non-rhythm 15 45 . 57 . 063 
Backs Color 15 45 . 65 . 078 
Lineman Rhythm 25 75 . 54 .068 
Lineman Non- rhythm 25 75 .61 . 073 
Lineman Color 25 75 . 67 . 067 
~~ 
. 01 of a second 
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As indicated in Table III the starting times of the line-
men and backs as groups compared very favorably . He see that, 
as in Table I , pa&-;e 17 , the rhythm type signal is again fastest 
with the linemen and backs getting ilentical mean scores of .54 . 
The backs were quicker in reacting to the non- rhythm signal 
with a time of . 57 second compared to tiMe of linemen of . 61 . 
The backs were faster by . 02 of a second in the color sirnal 
with a time of . 65 as compared with the time of linemen of . 67 . 
These results follo-v: the commonly accepted coaching techniques 
of having the .fastest players in the backfield and the slower 
players in the line . 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF R.t.ACTION TIME SCORhS OF LINEMEN AND 
BACKS TO THE RHYTHM, NON - RHYTHJVt Al\D COLOR STARTING SIGNALS 
STANDARD LEVE;L 0 
GROUP TEST SUBJECTS TRIALS MEAN DEVIATION lit" SIGI'HF . 
---
Backs Rhythm 15 45 .s4 . 068 3. 12 1% 
Backs Non- rhythm 15 45 . ';>7 . 063 
Difference . 03 
---Backs Rhythm 1~ 45 . .)4 . 068 4. 04 1"~ / I 
Backs Color 15 45 . 65 . 078 
Difference . 11 
Backs Color 15 45 . 65 . 076 2. 49 1% 
Backs Non- rhythm 15 45 . 57 . 063 
Difference . 08 
----Linemen Rhythm 25 7::J · ..:>4 . 068 3. 02 1(11' lO 
Li nemen Non- rhythm 25 75 • 6Lj . 073 
Difference . 10 
Linemen Rhythm 25 7':) . 54 . 06b 6" .7o _____ 1%-
Linemen Color 25 75 . 67 . 067 
Difference . 13 
Linemen Non- rhythm 25 75 . 64 . 073 2. 51 2"f ;o 
Color 25 75 . 67 . 067 
Difference . 03 
- -
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Again in Table IV where the football players tested 
were divided into linemen and backs, we see that the results 
are highly significant (1% level) in relation to all starting 
signals . To indicate the reliability of the test a group of 
seven boys vias selected at random and re-tested . A comparison 
of the test re-test results were made using the "Pearson Pro-
duct Noment Coefficient of Correlation,"l and correlations 
which ranged from .55 to . 77 . These correlations indicate a 
high reliability of the test . 
Analysis of data 
The rhythm type signal (Tables I and II), with a mean 
of .54, is faster by . 04 of a second over the non- rhythm signal 
and . 12 of a second over the color cadence . The standard 
deviation is also less with the rhythm signal having a stand-
ard deviation of . 068, while the color and the non- rhythm 
cadences have a standard deviation of . 072 . 
The "t" significance of all the results at the 1% level 
of confidence is unusual in physical education research, where 
levels of significance of 5% or above are commonly accepted . 
Correlations of .55 to . 77 in the test re- test results 
indicate a reliability of the test that is higher than would 
be expected in this type of research. Reaction time , in itself , 
is a variable quantity, and correlations that hi£~ were not 
expected . 
1 Lindquist , E. F . , A First Course in Statistics, Houghton Iviifflin 
Co . , Boston, 1942 . 
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The means of the high school group tested in the rhyt~~ 
test was .54 as compared to .51 the mean of the colle ge subjects 
tested by Nagle and Thompson in the rhythm test . The high 
school subjects had a mean of . 59 in the non- rhythm test as 
compared to . 56 which was the mean of Thompson' s and Nagle ' s 
subjects in the non- rhythm test . There is no way of comparing 
the mean of . 66 attained by the high school subjects, as 
Thompson and Nagle did no test of the color type of cadence . 
These facts seem to substantiate earlier observations that 
reaction time of high school students is slower than university 
l 
students . Another important factor in the reaction time 
differences i s that the university football players were a 
more select group than the high school players and might be 
expected to have faster reaction times . 
l Thompson and Nagle, ~· cit . 
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CHAPTE.R V 
S~1ARY AND CONCLUSICNS 
Summary and Conclusions 
The forty subjects were tested as accurately as 
possible to analyze the reaction tine of the three different 
types of football cadences (startint, si~nals) . Records 
were kept of the scores of the 0roup, and these scores were 
treated statistically to indicate what, if any, time advantage 
factors were associated with the rhythm, non- rhythm and 
color starting signals . A re - test of seven subjects indicated 
a high reliability of the test instrument . 
Conclusions 
The rhythm type cadence offered a quicker reaction 
time and also a smaller standard deviation , which would 
point to it as a superior cadence in respect to sheer quickness 
of reaction . The re - test of the seven subjects offered a 
high correlation to the original test , thereby supporting 
its reliability, and the "t" indicated a hi[.h degree of 
significance of the test . The non- rhythm was stcond fastest 
and the color the slowest . 
Reco.Lmendations for further study 
It is the belief of the author that a series of sireilar 
tests with certain modifications would be desirable . Fur£her 
23 
study with hig,h school and college subjects to further checlr 
the reliability of this type of test would prove beneficial . 
1 . Further studies of this type using various other 
starting signals . 
2 . Hodify the apparatus and place two clocks in the 
circuit . 
A. The first clock to record the strict reaction 
time from the starting signal to the start of 
movement . 
B. The second clock to record the movement time 
interval of the subject ' s foot from the normal 
starting position to the contact plate . 
It would then be possible to indicate whether the greater 
force (Force= Jl1ass X Acceleration) is possible with a g iven 
starting signal . With our present results we are not sure 
where the lapse of' time is in the reaction time or in the spe ed 
of movement . 
APPENDIX 
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TABLE V 
RAW SCORES OF RHYTHMIC, NCN- RHYTHMIC 
COLOR STARTING SIGNALS 
NON- NON-
RHYTHNIC RHYTHJ'1IC COLOR RHYTHMIC RHYTHNIC COLOR 
59 60 64 46 48 55 
CASE 1 57 65 60 CASE 21 48 52 70 
61 72 70 u_e 50 65 
---·- 5o 5o 56 ---- ~IT 65 -~ 
2 55 56 60 22 50 66 75 50 64 8g 52 50 68 
52 55 70 47 46 62 
3 55 56 73 2~ 50 45 80 _., 
58 52 62 53 48 80 
46 58 72 59 63 70 
4 49 55 72 24 60 67 72 58 58 73 64 65 76 
66 65 66 66 58 70 
5 50 65 60 25 66 59 80 
58 62 63 62 55 76 
47 6tl 70 46 51 61 
6 56 63 65 26 48 50 60 
59 65 74 58 62 65 
·-47 68 70 52 63 65 
7 49 65 74 27 56 60 60 
62 62 72 61 62 71 
62 65 70 62 59 66 
50 62 72 2tl 59 55 58 
51 6tl 73 53 55 57 
62 60 70 37 39 48 
9 65 55 73 29 57 }J_2 63 
50 62 68 49 58 58 
51 63 60 40 60 60 
10 62 71 60 30 60 49 '72 
60 66 71 40 59 62 
60 56 72 46 51 55 
11 51 62 70 31 48 54 72 
67 67 65 49 60 63 
50 66 72 53 65 63 
12 53 58 65 32 61 56 70 
49 58 60 63 50 6tl 
--- ---
2:) 
TABLE V 
(continued) 
J'.lON- NON-
RHYTHHIC RHY'I'HMIC COLOR RHYTlfi\IIC RHYTHlVjiC CCLOR 
--- -------
_...__ .. , 
CASE 13 ~~ 65 60 CASE 33 ~7 59 6tJ 57 60 57 61 66 
72 50 70 )_!-9 65 62 
- -· 
-~---... --- -· ~--
so 60 70 42 :!-9 60 
14 60 67 62 34 52 53 63 
48 70 63 45 )+8 5a 
-· -·----
.......... _____ 
~ ---
56 70 68 l..Lb 48 56 
15 so 67 71 35 .S1 46 50 
48 78 62 53 so 61 
~- ------
56 62 73 52 54 53 
16 67 71 68 36 _?0 61 56 
62 60 76 42 57 48 
-· 57 60 67 60 71 86 
17 56 60 68 37 65 70 70 
51 56 70 68 68 73 
48 70 73 'a 4/ 48 61 
18 60 67 73 38 52 52 66 
53 71 68 54 51 62 
~--
--49 52 52 56 59 65 
19 55 54 79 39 65 63 57 
52 55 64 53 62 58 
·-·---- -- -46 60 63 5 52 62 74 20 51 58 65 40 48 6LL 72 
56 64 75 56 56 73 
- -·--··- ---- ··--
-
TOTAL 6483 7113 79 . 65 
r-1EAN SCORE RHYTHM = . 5402 S. D. . 068 
MEAN SCORE NON- RHYTHM= . 5927 - S. D. . 072 
MEAN SCORE COLOR = . 6645 S. D. . 72 
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TABLE VI 
LINEMEN' S RAW SCORES FOR RHYTill~IC , NON- RHYTHMIC AND COLOR CADENCES 
NON- NON-
RHYTHlVJ:IC RHYTBJ'UC COLOR RHYTHNIC RHYTIDHC COLOR 
-·---"'·-- --CASE 5 66 65 66 CASE 22 64 65 70 
50> 65 60 50 66 75 58 62 63 52 50 68 
·--·------.._ ------
47 66 70 59 63 70 
6 56 63 65 24 60 67 72 
59 65 7L~ 64 65 76 
-~-.--- .. ,....,.--...-
47 68 70 37 39 48 
7 49 65 74 29 57 42 63 
62 62 72 49 5o 5o 
--
______ ., ,.. ___________ .... _ 
62 68 70 40 60 60 
8 50 65 72 30 60 49 72 
51 62 73 40 S9 62 
62 60 70 46 51 55 
9 65 55 73 31 48 54 72 
50 62 68 49 60 63 
-----· 50 66 72 53 6S 63 
12 53 58 65 32 61 56 70 
49 58 60 63 50 68 
-· ~----50 60 70 37 59 68 
14 90 67 62 33 57 61 66 
4tl 70 63 49 65 62 
._,._,_. __ 
--56 70 68 46 48 56 
15 50 67 71 35 51 46 50 
48 78 62 53 50 61 
56 62 73 60 71 88 
16 67 71 68 37 65 70 70 
62 60 76 6b 68 73 
--~ 
-------·--·-------· 57 60 67 49 48 61 
17 56 60 68 3tl 52 52 66 
51 56 70 54 51 62 
--
. ---..... ~ .. ,._.--=- .. -·------· 
48 70 73 56 S9 65 
18 60 67 73 39 65 63 57 
53 71 68 55 62 58 
--- --·-
RHYTHNIC 
CASE 19 49 
5S 
52 
TABLE VI 
(continued) 
NON-
RHYTffi1IC COLOR 
52 52 
54 79 
55 64-
CASb 40 
27 
NON-
RHYTHHIC RHYTffi·:IC COLOR 
62 
64 
56 
74 
73 
72 
·---- ----· ----------- -----
46 60 
20 51 58 
56 64 
--
TOTAL 4104 4543 
LINEI"'J.EN RHYTHi''i • 5389 
LINEHEN NO!-J - RHYTffivJ. • o056 
LINBMEN COLOR . 6713 
63 
65 
75 
5032 
TABLE VII 
BACKS rl.A\-1 SCORBS FOR RHYTHHIC , lWN- RHYTHMIC 
AND COLOR STARTING SIGNALS 
NON-
RHYTlllHC RHYTffi1IC COLOR RHY1'I-llHC 
2b 
NON-
RHY1'IDUC COLOR 
·-·----- ---CASE l 59 60 64 CAS~ 23 47 46 62 
57 65 60 50 45 80 
61 72 70 52 48 80 
-50 60 56 66 56 70 
2 55 56 60 25 66 59 80 
50 64 80 62 55 76 ___________ ,_ 
>2 5~ 70 48 51 61 
3 55 56 73 26 46 50 60 
Sb ~2 62 58 62 65 
-----· 46 58 72 52 63 65 
4 49 55 72 27 56 60 60 
5d 58 73 61 62 71 
-----
51 63 60 62 59 66 
10 62 71 60 28 59 55 58 
60 66 71 ?3 55 57 
------·----60 58 72 42 49 60 
11 51 62 70 34 52 53 63 
67 67 65 45 48 52 
-------------
h8 65 60 52 54 53 
13 56 57 60 36 50 61 56 
72 50 70 42 57 46 
--·--
___ .._. 
--- --·---46 48 55 
21 48 ~2 70 
4o 50 65 
--· 
TOTALS 241+1 2570 2933 
BACKS RHYT ffi·1 • :;424 
BACKS NON- RHYTHH . 5711 
BACKS COLOR . b493 
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TABLE VII 
RAW SCOR~S OF nET~ST~D CAS~S FOR 
RHYTffi"l , NON - RHYTHJ1 AND COLOR CADJ~NC ::<.:S 
NON- NON-
CASE RHYTHHI C RHYTHHI C COLOR RHYTffiV~IC RHYTHhiC COLOR 
--· 
19 
-49 . 52 . 52 . Sb . _?3 . 62 
. 55 . 54 -79 . 53 . 55 . 58 
. 52 . 55 . 64 . 50 . 55 . 70 
22 . 64 . 65 .70 . 60 . 60 
-73 
. 50 . 66 
-75 . 53 . 63 . 65 
. 52 . 50 . 68 . 50 . 71 . 66 
25 . 66 . 58 . 70 . 65 . 57 
-75 
. 66 . 59 . 80 . 67 . 61 . 65 
. 62 
-55 . 76 . 60 -57 . 75 
33 . 37 . 59 . 68 . 65 . )+1 . 71 
.57 . 61 . 66 
-.?4 .4d . 65 · ~-9 . 65 . 62 -59 . 48 .59 
34 .42 -49 . 60 . 46 . 50 . 59 
.52 •/3 . 63 . ' .. 6 -'~ .58 • _?_ • 
. L~.S • L~8 .52 . .so . _:,9 . ::;>2 
·--- ---------37 . 60 . 70 . 88 . 70 . 73 . bO 
. 65 . 71 . 70 . 6tJ . 6.S . 70 
. 68 . 68 
-73 . 60 . 71 . 72 
40 . _?2 . 62 
-74 .42 . 60 -7S 
. 4b . 64 . 73 
-45 . 66 . 68 
. 56 . 56 .42 .52 . 63 . 70 
--
TOTALS 1148 1240 1425 1173 1231 1410 
Test Retest 
--~· 
M~AN RHYTBN . 55 . 56 r= . _?1 
HEAN NON-RHYTHJV~ 
-59 . 5b r= . 33 
MEAN COLOR . 67 . 67 r = 
-47 
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